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Use cautions
- Read and understand this manual before starting to
use of the dental unit.
- Keep this manual in a safe place for future consultation during all the life of the equipment.
- Never manipulate the touch panel surface with sharp
objects. It may result in a permanent damage of its
functionality.
- Use a soft lint-free cloth and wipe the surface gently.
- The cloth must be used dry or lightly dampened with
a mild cleaner or Ethanol. Be sure the cloth is only
lightly dampened, not wet.
- Never apply cleaner directly to touch panel surface; if
cleaner is spilled onto touch panel, soak it up immediately with absorbent cloth.
- Never use acidic or alkaline cleaners, or organic
chemicals such as: paint thinner, acetone, propyl or
isopropyl alcohol, etc. It may result in a permanent
damage of its functionality.
- Use of incorrect cleaners can result in optical impairment of touch panel and/or damage to functionality.
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Introduction
We are grateful to you for your purchase of any the dental unit Ancar
Sd-80 / Sd-300 / Sd-350 / Sd-550 / Sd-575.
This Instructions Manual contains information about the Touch
Expert control interface and it is a complement of the information
supplied in the user’s manual of the dental unit in what refers to configuration menus and parameters setup.
Warnings
This equipment should be operated only by a collegiate professional
user, properly trained and authorised for the practice of odontology.
For the manipulation of the password protected menus, supervision
of the authorised technical service is strongly recommended.
- Antoni Carles, S.A. reserves the rights to make technical improvements or changes on the equipment without previous warning.
- This equipment must be operated according to the use instructions.
- According to 93/42/CEE, Directive the dental unit and chair manufactured by Antoni Carles, S.A. is considered as class IIa equipment. It
is totally forbidden to install any dental instrument classified as class
IIb or III, for example chirurgical lasers, electro scalpels, X-ray units or
electro sear devices. Only class I or IIa, devices can be installed and
must comply with the requirements of the above mentioned Directive
and the EN60601-1 and EN60601-1-2 norms.
Identification
The dental unit has a serial number in the identification label. When
starting up the equipment, the Touch panel displays some data that
can be requested by the technical service, the versions of the installed
software, but just for some seconds, then it appears the operation
screen.
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1

How to use the interface

How to use the interface

1.1 Buttons and sliding bars
1.2 Alphanumeric keyboard
1.3 Information windows
1.4 Pull-down window
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1.1 Buttons
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Different items can be seen in the screen:
Active buttons:

Having light background, this type of buttons
performs an action when pressed.

Pressed buttons:

When an active button is pressed, it is
enclosed by an orange frame. A button with
an orange frame indicates that its function
is active.

Passive buttons:

Having dark background, those buttons are
informative and do not react when pressed. It
can be an active buttons that have been disabled in specific circumstances of use.

1.1 Sliding bars

Active sliding bar.

They have light background and they
show graphic information about power,
speed, torque or brightness. Pressing
and dragging the bar allows an easy
and intuitive adjustment of the value.

Passive sliding bar.

It has dark background and only appears in the turbine screen, were shows graphic information about
the speed of the tool, not allowing any adjustment.
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1.2 Alphanumeric keyboard - Area 2: Edition

1.2 Alphanumeric keyboard - Área 1. Display
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It pops up to enter a numeric or alphanumeric value. The
keyboard is divided in two areas.

Value limits

Item under edition

For numerical
values, this window
shows the limits of
the value to enter.

This window shows
the symbol or text
describing the item
under edition.

Edit window

This window shows
the present value of
the item under edition.
Is a passive button,
but with a light background, for a better
visualization.

CE key

Erases the last character.

ESC key

Cancels the edition and closes
the keyboard window.

ENTER key

Confirms the value in the edit window
and closes the keyboard screen.

Alphanumeric keys
They work
like in a cellular phone
keyboard.

1/A/a button

Use it to change keyboard
mode between numerical,
alphabetic uppercase and
alphabetic lowercase.

8

1.3 Information windows
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Those windows usually appear in actions that require
confirmation. They also show error messages.

Confirmation
window.

Shows important
information that
needs to be read
with confirmation.

Confirm / cancel
window.

To confirm or
cancel actions that
will change the
configuration of the
equipment.

Simple window.
Shows error
messages.

9
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1.4 Pull-down window

It pops up to select an item of a predefined list. This type
of window is applied to buttons such as Doctor’s name,
micromotor’s contra-angle or language.

Remember

User’s Manual

In the alphanumerical keyboard,
values out of limits are automatically changed by the closest limit
shown in the value limits window.

Alphanumeric keys have also the
following special characters:
“ABC” key:
“DEF” key
“GHI” key:
“JKL” key:
“MNOÑ” key:
“PQRS” key:
“TUV” key:
“WXYZ” key:
“,” key:

Press ENTER or ESC to close
the alphanumerical keyboard
window. It is also possible to
close it by pressing in the screen
anywhere out of the window. That
is equivalent to ESC.

10

ÁÀÄÂÇ
ÉÈËÊ
ÍÌÏÎ
None
ÓÒÖÔ
ß
ÚÙÜÛ
None
.;:&/-‘?!()[]{}
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2

Main screen

Main screen

2.1 Overview
2.2 How to operate
2.3 Area 1: General fields
2.4 Area 2: Dental chair motion
2.5 Area 3: Dental unit auxiliary functions
2.6 Chronometer
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2.1 Overview

The main screen appears when all instruments are in the instruments
tray. In this screen you can adjust the position of the chair and use functions of glass and basin water, dental unit light, an auxiliary free function
and the access to the configuration menus.
During use, the screen can be locked, with the unit operational using the
pedal and auxiliary keyboard. It can be re-enabled by pressing the centre
of the display.
Adjustment of the centred image when you switch the equipment on is
available if you keep the screen pressed. Three points to be confirmed
will appear successively in the top right- and left-hand corners and at the
bottom of the screen. Once they are confirmed, the switch-on sequence
will continue.

2.2 How to operate

User’s Manual

The screen is divided in four different areas:

Right-hand corner:
Screen lock
Area 1: General
fields

Area 2: Dental chair
motion

Area 3: Dental unit
auxiliary functions
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Upper right hand corner contains general information
about Cordless pedal operation and is common to the
rest of screens.
Wireless signal coverage icon

It informs about quality of communication in between transmitter and
receiver electronic cards.
As separation from pedal to dental unit increases, level of coverage will
decrease, but within a dental cabinet, distances are not a determining
factor.
Interferences may affect. In such situations you could modify parameter
“50” channel of communication, and if necessary also “51” power level of
emission.

Level of battery icon

It informs about current level of battery incorporated at pedal.
When colored in red, it indicates you must recharge by using “bind cable”
provided (with USB terminal at both ends).
Remind message will appear on screen just after autotest (“you must connect the pedal to recharge the battery”) automatically, as unit checks its
level when switching on.
Recharge of battery could be done at any time dental unit is switch on just
by plug in “bind cable”.
“Plug” icon will appear on screen to confirm recharge is being performed.
you will swap to cordless mode by unplug “bind cable”. It is not requested
to switch off. Plug icon will be removed from screen.
It is advisable user incorporates a routine of periodic recharge, i.e., every
8 to 10 weeks. For brand new installations and to guarantee a complete
recharge of battery is done, maintain “bind cable” while dental unit is on for
the first 2 hours of usage.

Plug icon

It will appear whenever you use “bind cable”.

NOTE

Cordless pedal battery has no relationship with at all with the one in
charge of storage of date and time parameters internally at the Touch
keyboard.

WARNING

Should the unit be switch off, make sure any part of pedal is pressed,
lateral push buttons, lever or movement joystick.
Otherwise electronic card would remain active and battery may discharge.
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It contains general information and is common to the
rest of screens.
Screen lock button

If you keep the top right-hand corner pressed you lock the screen and the
figure of a padlock appears in the middle.
You can reactivate it again by pressing it again for a few seconds. The
pedal and auxiliary keyboard remain operational.

Doctor’s name button

Date

Centre’s name

Time

Selects the name of the doctor who is
using the unit and loads his settings. To
select a doctor’s name:
- Press the button. A select window
pops up with all the doctors available.
- Press the doctor’s name.

Contains the name of the clinic or
medical centre. To change it see
chapter 7 of this manual.

WARNING!

This is an Information
field. To change it
see chapter 7.

This is an Information
field. To change it see
chapter 7.
When pressing this
button for about 2
seconds, it opens the
chronometer window.
See chapter 2.6.

When the unit is switched on for the first time and to ensure the proper
storage of date and time parameters, the internal rechargeable battery
requires a charging time. Once charged, the battery makes possible to
store the information for 45 days without connection.
Every time the equipment is connected the battery is automatically
recharged.
For all the other parameters, information is permanently stored.
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2.4 Area 2: Dental chair motion
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It contains the controls for chair movements.

Home position
button

Memory buttons

Those buttons move the chair to
preset positions. To program a position move the chair with the arrow
buttons and then press one of the
memory buttons for about 2 seconds,
until confirm /cancel window pops
up. Then press OK to save the new
position.
With the chair in one of the preset
positions, the corresponding button
shows an orange frame.

Moves the chair to
the home position to
allow the patient to
leave the chair or a
new one to sit down.
With the chair in this
position, the button
shows an orange
frame.

“Return to Spit
out position”
button
Moves the chair
to a position in
which the patient
can spit out on
the basin.
With the chair in
this position, the
button shows an
orange frame.

Chair movement buttons

Memories for the starting position and spittoon return

The height of the chair can be
changed for these two positions.
Do the same as for the other three
memory positions: move to the deCAUTION!
sired height and keep pressed for 2
Any programmed movements can be
seconds until confirmed (press OK).
stopped by activating a movement key If the chair is in this position, the buton the auxiliary keyboard, as well as
ton will have an orange frame.
from the pedal.
Keep them pressed to move
the chair in the sense of the
arrow.
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It contains auxiliary functions of the dental unit. This area is
common with the rest of user’s screens.

Glass water button

It activates the glass and
basin water at the same
time (configurable). A fast
touch activates the water
with a timeout. A second
touch stops the timeout.
Keeping it pressed activates the water until the
button release.
With the function on, the
button shows an orange
frame.

Dental unit
light button

Switches on and
off the light of the
dental unit.
With the light on,
the button shows
an orange frame.

Basin water button

Activates the basin
water. A fast touch activates the water with a
timeout. A second touch
stops the timeout.
Keeping it pressed activates the water until the
button release.
With the function on, the
button shows an orange
frame.
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Adjustment
menus button

Allows access to
the configuration
and technical
service functions.

Auxiliary button

Switches on and off
auxiliary equipment.
This button can work
either as a switch
or a push button,
depending on the
installation settings.

2.6 Chronometer
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The Chronometer function activates a user’s programmed countdown.
The chronometer window is normally hidden. To open it, press for about
2 seconds the Time button located in the general fields area (see section
2.3 Area 1: General fields). The chronometer window will appear in the
upper side of the screen.

Time button
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The chronometer is shown in the left side of the window.
It works always in countdown mode and it stops when
reaching 0. In this window, the following functions are
available:
Chronometer button

This button is active only when the
chronometer is stopped. It allows
changing the countdown time.

ESC button
It closes the
chronometer
window.

Press it for about 2 seconds to open
the numerical keyboard. Then enter
the new time and press ENT.

Start/Stop button

Use this button to start or stop the
chronometer. It has two positions:

Timing

Stop: It’s shown when the chronometer
is stopped. Press it to start or resume
the countdown

Makes it possible to set the time (in
minutes and seconds) from which
deductions will be made.

Start: It’s shown when the chronometer is running. Press it to stop the
countdown.
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With the Doctor’s name button
you can select up to 4 different
users, each of them having its
own settings and statistics.

Pressing OK saves the new
settings in the general memory,
common for all doctors.
In the “Glass Button”, simultaneous activation of glass and basin
is configurable. If you want to
cancel it, please contact the authorised technical service.

To program a chair position and
save it to the memory, proceed
as follows:
- With the help of the arrows,
move the chair to the desired
position.

To open the chronometer window,
press the Time button located in
the general fields area for about 2
seconds.

- Press the corresponding
memory button for about 2
seconds, until confirm / cancel
window pops up.

The chronometer always works in
countdown mode.

- Then press OK.
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3

Micromotor screen

Micromotor screen

3.1 Overview
3.2 How to operate
3.3 Area 1: General fields
3.4 Area 2: Micromotor’s programming functions
3.5 Area 3: Micromotor’s speed control
3.6 Area 4: Micromotor’s Light control
3.7 Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary functions
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3.1 Overview
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This screen appears when a
micromotor is in use. It allows
the adjustment of the working
parameters such as speed, rotation, use of water, light and the
contra-angle.

It is possible to save the adjustments on the screen for future
sessions.
You may assign micromotor at
any of the three first available
positions.

3.2 How to operate

It contains all the necessary controls for the use of a micromotor
and displays the actual rotation
speed of the tool, as well as the
illumination level of the integrated
lamp.

The screen is divided in five different areas:

Area 1: General
fields

Area 2: Micromotor’s
programming functions
Area 3: Micromotor’s
speed control

Area 4: Micromotor’s
Light control
Area 5: Dental unit
auxiliary functions

21

3.3 Area 1: General fields
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It contains general information and is common to the rest of
screens. See chapter 2 of this manual.

It contains the following controls:

3.4 Area 2: Micromotor’s programming functions

Recording parameters of the last working session

It is possible to leave all the parameters of the last active working session in the
memory if parameter 45 (chapter 11) has been set to record them automatically
(value “1”) for each instrument position.
In this case there is no need to press the “secret” button”

Secret button

Constant speed button

Although it looks passive, press it for about
2 seconds to save in
the doctor’s memory,
the present settings of
the screen.

Disables the progressive
pedal and makes the
micromotor to turn always
to maximum speed. When
enabled, the button has an
orange frame.

Water button

Contra-angle button

Use it to adjust the
contra-angle of the
micromotor.
To change it:
- Press the button. A
window with the available contra-angle will
pop up.
- Press on the desired
value.

Selects micromotor irrigation
mode. It changes
sequentially
between jnothing,
spray, water jet
and only air. Dropdown list appears
Rotation button
Programs the rotation sense by pressing for 2
of the micromotor. There are seconds. Duration
of automatic blow
two modes:
range of 0 up to 5”.
There is an acoustic warning By deffect settled
in 0.5 seconds.
when switching to reverse
mode.
Direct:

22

Reverse:

3.5 Area 3: Micromotor’s speed control
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It contains the speed controls of the micromotor.
Max RPM button

With the pedal off, displays the
maximum speed value to which
the tool will turn. With the pedal
on, displays the actual tool’s speed
value. To change Max RPM, press
the button and enter the new value
in the numeric keyboard.

Speed reduction
button

Max RPM bar

With the pedal off, the bar visualizes the
limit of maximum speed to which the
tool will turn. With the pedal on, visualizes the actual tool’s speed. Press and
drag the bar to adjust maximum speed
in an easy and intuitive way.

3.6 Area 4: Light control

This button reduces the
maximum speed adjustment to 4.000 RPM (with
contra-angle of 1:1).

It contains the controls for the instrument’s light.

Illumination adjustment bar

Light ON/OFF button

This bar display the illumination
level of the instrument’s light.
Press and drag the bar to adjust
illumination level in an easy and
intuitive way.

Switches the light on
and off.
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3.7 Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary functions

It contains auxiliary controls of the dental unit. This area is
common with the rest of user’s screens. Described in chapter 2 of this manual. Note that the Adjustment menus button
is passive, so the function is disabled.

Remember
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With the Doctor’s name button you
can select up to 4 different users,
each of them having its own settings and statistics.

Adjustment menus
button
In this screen, the
button is disabled.

To save screen settings, press the
secret button for about 2 seconds.
Then press OK.
Pressing OK saves the new settings in the memory of the doctor
whose name is in the Doctor’s
name button
To adjust the tool’s speed you
can use the sliding bar or enter a
numeric value with the Max RPM
button.
The speed value corresponds
to the tool’s speed. Therefore, it
changes with the contra-angle.

24

The dental unit has a default
contra-angle’s table. To modify
that table, please contact to you
authorised technical Service.
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MX micromotor screen

MX micromotor screen

4.1 Overview
4.2 How to operate
4.3 Area 1: General fields
4.4 Area 2: MX programming functions
4.5 Area 3: MX speed control
4.6 Area 4: MX torque control
4.7 Area 5: MX Light control
4.8 Area 6: Dental unit auxiliary functions
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4.2 How to operate

4.1 Overview
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This screen appears when a
generic MX micromotor is in use.
The dental unit allows up to 2
installed (it is up to you to decide
in which of 4 available positions).
It allows the adjustment of its
working parameters such as
working mode, torque, speed,
rotation, use of water, light and
contra-angle.

MX2 is completed (ENDO).
What makes them different is
that basic model only works in
OPERATIVE mode.
It contains all the necessary
controls for the use of a MX micromotor and displays the actual
rotation speed of the tool, as well
as the torque and the illumination
level of the integrated lamp.

There are three models (MX,
MCX and MX2), and two types of
operation: Plus (or basic) and Pro
(or standard) for MX and MCX.

It is possible to save the adjustments on the screen for future
sessions.

The screen is divided in six different areas:

Area 1: General fields

Area 2: MX programming
functions

Area 3: MX speed control
Area 4: MX torque control
Area 5: MX Light control
Area 6: Dental unit auxiliary
functions

26
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4.3 Area 1: General fields

It contains general information and is common to the rest of
screens. See chapter 2 of this manual.

4.4 Area 2: MX programming functions

Touch Expert

It contains the following controls:
MX program button

Press this button to open a selection window with a
list of predefined MX programs. Select the desired
program and its settings will be loaded. There are two
independent lists, for ENDO and OPERATIVE modes
respectively
Press this button for 2 seconds to change the name of
the current program.
Pressing secret button will save the screen settings
for the present doctor and MX program.

Mode button

It only appears for
the standard MX micromotor.It programs
the MX micromotor
to work in ENDO or
OPERATIVE mode.
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It contains the following controls:
Recording parameters of the last working session

It is possible to leave all the parameters of the last active working session
in the memory if parameter 45 (chapter 11) has been set for the position
occupied by the instrument. In this case there is no need to press the
“secret” button”.

Secret button

Although it looks passive,
press it for about 2 seconds to save in the doctor’s
memory, the present settings
of the screen.

Constant speed button

Disables the progressive
pedal and makes the MX
micromotor to turn always
to maximum speed. When
enabled, the button has
an orange frame.

Water button
Contra-angle
button

Use it to adjust the
contra-angle of the
MX micromotor. To
change it:
- Press the button.
A window with the
available contraangle will pop up.
- Press on the
desired value.

Rotation button

Programs the rotation sense of
the MX micromotor. There are
two modes:
Direct:

Reverse:

There is an acoustic warning
when switching to reverse
mode.
In ENDO mode this button is
disabled.

Selects MX
micromotor irrigation mode. It
changes sequentially
between nothing, spray, jet of
water, and jet of
only air.
In ENDO mode
this button is
disabled.
Dropdown list
appears by
pressing for 2
seconds.
Duration of automatic blow range
of 0 up to 5”.
By deffect settled
in 0.5 seconds.

Possibility to remove “only water” and “only air” from dropdown list of available
working modes: Parameter 46 to 49.
To modify duration of automatic blow, press for about two seconds and time dialog
will be on display
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4.5 Area 3: MX speed control
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It contains the speed controls of the MX micromotor.
Max RPM button

With the pedal off, displays the
maximum speed value to which
the tool will turn. With the pedal
on, displays the actual tool’s speed
value. To change Max RPM, press
the button and enter the new value
in the numeric keyboard.

Max RPM bar

Speed reduction button

With the pedal off, the bar visualizes
the limit of maximum speed to which
the tool will turn. With the pedal on,
visualizes the actual tool’s speed.
Press and drag the bar to adjust
maximum speed in an easy and intuitive way.

4.6 Area 4: MX torque control

This button reduces the
maximum speed adjustment to 4.000 RPM (with
contra-angle of 1:1).

It contains the torque controls of the MX micromotor.

Torque button

Press this button to enter a
new torque value by means
of the numeric keyboard. The
torque value is displayed in
the passive buttons in its right.
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Torque bar

This bar visualizes the
torque level. Press and
drag the bar to adjust
torque in an easy and
intuitive way.

4.7 Area 5: MX Light control

Touch Expert
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It contains the controls for the instrument’s light.

Illumination adjustment bar

Light ON/OFF button

This bar display the illumination
level of the instrument’s light.
Press and drag the bar to adjust
illumination level in an easy and
intuitive way.

4.8 Area 6: Dental unit auxiliary functions

Switches the light on
and off.

It contains auxiliary controls of the dental unit.
This area is common with the rest of user’s screens.
Described in chapter 2 of this manual.
Note that the Adjustment menus button is passive, so the
function is disabled.
Adjustment menus
button
In this screen, the
button is disabled.
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Remember
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With the Doctor’s name button you
can select up to 4 different users,
each of them having its own settings and statistics.
To save screen settings, press the
secret button for about 2 seconds.
Then press OK.
Pressing OK saves the new settings in the memory of the doctor
whose name is in the Doctor’s
name button
To adjust the tool’s speed of MX
micromotor you can use the sliding
bar or enter a numeric value with
the Max RPM button.
The speed value corresponds to the
tool’s speed. Therefore, it changes
with the contra-angle.
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The dental unit has a default
contra-angle’s table. To modify
that table, please contact to you
authorised technical Service.
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5

Turbine screen

Turbine screen

5.1 Overview
5.2 How to operate
5.3 Area 1: General fields
5.4 Area 2: Turbine programming functions
5.5 Area 3: Turbine speed display
5.6 Area 4: Turbine Light control
5.7 Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary functions
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5.1 Overview

This screen appears when a
turbine is in use. It allows the
adjustment of its working parameters such as speed mode, use
of water and light.

5.2 How to operate

Touch Expert

It is possible to save the adjustments on the screen for future
sessions.

The screen is divided in five different areas:

It contains all the necessary
controls for the use of a turbine
and displays the rotation speed
(in a % of the maximum value),
as well the illumination level of
the integrated lamp.

Area 1: General fields

Area 2: Turbine programming
functions

Area 3: Turbine speed display

Area 4: Turbine Light
control
Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary
function
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5.4 Area 2: Turbine programming functions

5.3 Area 1: General fields

Touch Expert
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It contains general information and is common to the rest of
screens. See chapter 2 of this manual.

It contains the following controls:
Secret button

Although it looks passive, press it for about
2 seconds to save in
the doctor’s memory,
the present settings of
the screen.

Constant speed button

Disables the progressive
pedal and makes the
turbine to turn always to
maximum speed. When
enabled, the button has an
orange frame.

Recording parameters of the last
working session

It is possible to leave all the parameters
of the last active working session in the
memory if parameter 45 (chapter 11)
has been set for the position occupied
by the instrument. In this case there is
no need to press the “secret” button”.

Water button

Selects turbine irrigation mode.
It changes sequentially between nothing and spray.
Dropdown list appears by
pressing for 2 seconds.
Duration of automatic blow
range of 0 up to 5”. By deffect
settled in 0.5 seconds.

Possibility to remove “only water” and “only air” from dropdown list of
available working modes: Parameter 46 to 49.
To modify duration of automatic blow, press for about two seconds and
time dialog will be on display.
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5.5 Area 3: Turbine speed display

It contains the display elements to visualize the turning speed of
the turbine.

5.6 Area 4: Turbine Light control

Touch Expert

It contains the controls for the instrument’s light.

Speed display bar

This bar is passive and visualizes the
speed to which the tool is turning. The
indication is given in % of the maximum
speed.

Illumination adjustment
bar

Light ON/OFF button
Switches the light on
and off.

This bar display the illumination level of the instrument’s
light.
Press and drag the bar to
adjust illumination level in
an easy and intuitive way.
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5.7 Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary functions

It contains auxiliary controls of the dental unit. This area is common with the rest of user’s screens. Described in chapter 2 of
this manual. Note that the Adjustment menus button is passive,
so the function is disabled.

Remember

User’s Manual

With the Doctor’s name button you
can select up to 4 different users,
each of them having its own settings
and statistics.

Adjustment menus
button

In this screen,
the button is disabled.

To save screen settings, press the
secret button for about 2 seconds.
Then press OK.
Pressing OK saves the new settings
in the memory of the doctor whose
name is in the Doctor’s name
button.
The speed bar is passive. It doesn’t
allow any adjustment.
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Scaler screen

Scaler

6.1 Overview
6.2 How to operate
6.3 Area 1: General fields
6.4 Area 2: Scaler programming functions
6.5 Area 3: Scaler speed display
6.6 Area 4: Scaler Light control
6.7 Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary functions
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6
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6.1 Overview

This screen appears when the ultrasounds instrument is in use. It
allows the adjustment of its working parameters such as power,
working range, and light.

6.2 How to operate

User’s Manual

It is possible to save the adjustments on the screen for future
sessions.

The screen is divided in five different areas:

It contains all the necessary
controls for the use of the ultrasounds instrument and visualizes
the power applied (in a % of the
maximum value), as well the
illumination level of the integrated
lamp.

Area 1: General fields

Area 2: Scaler programming
functions

Area 3: Scaler speed display

Area 4: Scaler Light control
Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary
functions
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6.4 Area 2: Scaler programming functions

6.3 Area 1: General fields
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It contains general information and is common to the rest of
screens. See chapter 2 of this manual.

It contains the following controls:
Recording parameters of the last working session

It is possible to leave all the parameters of the last active working session
in the memory if parameter 45 (chapter 11) has been set for the position
occupied by the instrument. In this case there is no need to press the
“secret” button”.

Secret button

Although it looks passive,
press it for about 2 seconds
to save in the doctor’s
memory, the present settings of the screen.

Perio, endo and scaler buttons

Use them to select the working range.
Press the corresponding key.
The selected working range will show
an orange frame.
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Water button

Selects scaler irrigation mode.
It changes sequentially between
nothing and jet of water.
Dropdown list appears by pressing
for 2 seconds.
Duration of automatic blow by deffect
settled in 0.5 seconds.

6.5 Area 3: Scaler speed display
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It contains the power controls for the scaler.

Power button

Is passive and indicates
the % of the total power
that is being applied.

Power adjustment bar

This bar visualizes the power to which the
ultrasounds will work. Press and drag the
bar to adjust maximum power in an easy
and intuitive way.

Instrument regulation with pedal

6.6 Area 4: Scaler Light control

It is possible to activate the working mode so that power can be regulated using the pedal and not the screen, depending on the value ( (“1”) of parameter
43.5 (chapter 11). If the value is “0”, it is regulated using the screen. The pedal
function is a simple on/off activation switch, but does not regulate it.

It contains the controls for the instrument’s light.

Light ON/OFF button

Illumination
adjustment bar

Switches the light on
and off.

This bar display the
illumination level of the
instrument’s light.
Press and drag the bar to
adjust illumination level
in an easy and intuitive
way.
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6.7 Area 5: Dental unit auxiliary functions

It contains auxiliary controls of the dental unit. This area is common with the rest of user’s screens. Described in chapter 2 of
this manual. Note that the Adjustment menus button is passive,
so the function is disabled.

Remember

Touch Expert

With the Doctor’s name button you
can select up to 4 different users,
each of them having its own settings
and statistics.

Adjustment menus
button

In this screen, the button
is disabled.

To save screen settings, press the
secret button for about 2 seconds.
Then press OK.
Pressing OK saves the new settings
in the memory of the doctor whose
name is in the Doctor’s name button.
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7

General configuration screen

General configuration screen

7.1 Overview
7.2 How to operate
7.3 Area 1: Fields of Name of centre, date and time
7.4 Area 2: Doctor’s fields
7.5 Area 3: Language field and exit button
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7.2 How to operate

7.1 Overview
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This is a configuration screen.
To enter in it, all the instruments
must be restored to the instruments tray.

Press

It allows entering or modifying
parameters such as name of the
centre, date, time and names of
the doctors using the dental unit,
up to a maximum of four. It also
allows changing de language of
dialogs.

+

to go to this screen from the main
screen.
New values are automatically
saved to the memory, without
need of confirmation.

The screen is divided in three different areas:

Area 1: Fields of Name of
centre, date and time

Area 2: Doctor’s fields

Area 3: Language field and
exit button
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7.3 Area 1: Fields of Name of centre, date and time
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It contains the following fields:

Name of the centre

Use it to enter or modify the name of the centre.
- Press the button. The alphanumeric keyboard
will pop up.
- Enter the name of the centre and press
ENTER.

Date and time

Use it to enter or modify the date and time.
- Press the button of the value to be changed.
The numeric keyboard will pop up
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the
closest limit.
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7.4 Area 2: Doctor’s fields
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It contains the following fields:

Number of doctor button

This is just informative and
indicates the memory number of
the data in its right.

Doctor’s enable button
Enables or disables the
corresponding memory
number to include it in the
list of doctors of the user
screens. Press the button
to switch the status.

WARNING!

Doctor’s name buttons
Use them to enter or
modify the name of the
doctor.
- Press the button. The
alphanumeric keyboard
will pop up.
- Enter the name of the
doctor and press ENTER.

Although you can define up to 4 four different users of the dental unit, all
of them share the same chair, consequently, 5 available position memories
are the same for all 4 users.
If one memory is changed, this variation applies for all the rest of users.
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7.5 Area 3: Language field and exit button
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It contains the following fields:
Language button

Use it to change the language.
- Press the button. A list of available
languages will pop up.
- Press on the desired language.

Exit button

Press this button to go
back to the previous
screen.

Dropdown list of existing languages

Remember

Information displayed for user is available in Dutch, English, French, German, Portuguese, Spanish, Euskera and Catalan.
In technical mode, all labels are provided in English.

New values will be stored in
memory automatically, without
confirmation.

change the keyboard mode.

Alphanumeric keyboard appears
always in the most suitable mode,
numeric or alphabetic, according
to the field under edition.
Press

button to
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If a doctor is not enabled, his
memory is not available, even if a
name has been entered.
To return to the main screen
press exit button twice.
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8

Statistics screen

Statistics

8.1 Overview
8.2 How to operate
8.3 Area 1: Statistics selection
8.4 Area 2: Counters
8.4.1 Counters for Movements of the chair
8.4.2 Counters for Use of Instruments
8.4.3 List of Frequent Warnings
8.4.4 List of Recent Warnings
8.5 Area 3: Exit and partial counter reset buttons
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8.2 How to operate

8.1 Overview

Touch Expert
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In this screen you can see the
statistics of use of the unit for
every doctor. The option “All” permits to see the global statistics of
the unit.
Press

to go to this screen from the main
screen.

+

The screen is divided in three different areas:

Area 1: Statistics selection

Area 2: Statistics window

Area 3: Exit and partial
counter reset buttons
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8.3 Area 1: Statistics selection
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It contains the Statistics selection button. This button allows
selection among four different types of statistical information:
Movements of the chair, Use of Instruments, Frequent Warnings and Recent Warnings.

Statistics selection button

It selects the type of statistical information to be shown. To select a choice:
- Press the button. A select window
pops up with all the types of statistics
available.
- Press on the type.
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8.4.1 Counters for Movements of the chair

8.4 Area 2: Statistics window
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This window contains the information to look up. There are four
different types: Movements of the chair, Use of Instruments,
Frequent Warnings and Recent Warnings.
Doctor’s name button

Selects the name of the doctor from who you want to
see the statistics. To select a doctor’s name:
- Press the button. A selection window pops up with
all the doctors available.
- Press the doctor’s name.
Selecting “All”, the statistics window will show the
global counters for Movements of the chair.

Fields of statistics

They contain the counters for the movements of the chair,
the glass water and the basin water. There are two kinds of
counters: partial (from the last reset) and total. All fields are
informative.
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8.4 Area 2: Statistics window

8.4.2 Counters for Use of the instruments
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It contains the following fields:

Doctor’s name button

Selects the name of the doctor from who you want to
see the statistics. To select a doctor’s name:
- Press the button. A selection window with all the
doctors available pops up.
- Press the doctor’s name.
Selecting “All”, the statistics window will show the
global counters for Use of Instruments.

Fields of statistics

They contain information related to the time of use of the
4 instrument’s positions, the cannula, the lamp, and the
global time of use of the dental unit. There are two kinds of
counters: partial (from the last reset) and total. All fields are
informative.
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8.4.3 List of Frequent Warnings

8.4 Area 2: Statistics window
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It contains the following fields:
List of warnings window

This window contains the list of the most frequent warnings,
sorted by number of occurrences. There could be more than one
page, depending on the number of different errors occurred. To
change page use the Page forward button, described here below.

Page forward button

When the list of warnings has
more than one page, use this
button to go to the next one.
Being in the last page, press this
button to go to the first one.
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8.4.4 List of Recent Warnings

8.4 Area 2: Statistics window
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It contains the following fields:
List of warnings window

This window contains the list of the most recent warnings, sorted
by date and time of the occurrence. There could be more than one
page, depending on the number of different errors occurred. To
change page use the Page forward button, described here below.

Page forward button

When the list of warnings has
more than one page, use this
button to go to the next one.
Being in the last page, press this
button to go to the first one.
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8.5 Area 3: Exit and partial counter reset buttons

It contains the following buttons:

Remember
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In the windows of Movements of
the chair and Use of Instruments,
select “All” in the Doctor’s name
button to see the global statistics
of use of the dental unit.

Partial counter reset button

Reset all partial counters.
- Press the button. A confirm/cancel
window will pop up.
- Press OK.

Exit button

Press this button to go back to
the previous screen.

In the List of warnings windows
there could be more than one
page. Use the Page forward button to move to the next page of
warnings
To return to the main screen
press exit button twice.
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9

Technical configuration screen

Technical configuration screen

9.1 Overview
9.2 How to operate
9.3 Area 1: Instruments configuration
9.4 Area 2: Timeout settings and exit
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WARNING!

9.1 Overview

This screen is protected with a password. Enter in it only when
indicated by the authorized technical service and carefully following
their instructions. A wrong operation in this screen may result in a
missconfiguration of the unit, letting it out of order.

This screen allows assigning
an instrument to each of the 4
configurable positions of the
instruments tray (there is a fifth
position that is not configurable
and corresponds always to the
syringe). It also permits to enter
in the instruments advanced adjustment screen. Finally it allows
timeout configuration of the glass
and basin water.
To go to this screen from the
main screen press

+

and finally, through the numeric
keyboard, enter the password
“1009”.
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9.2 How to operate
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The screen is divided in two different areas:

Area 1: Instruments configuration

Area 2: Timeout settings
and exit

NOTE: Micromotor MX type

The drop-down menu shows as first option Micromotor MX1 or MXB1,
once you have selected one, for the second instrument offers MX2
or MXB2. “1” and “2” stands only for rank between two MX type micromotors, not positions, in fact you may place MX type micromotor
from 1st position to 4th. It doesn’t specify at all type, “MX2” informs
this is the second MX type micromotor, it could be in fact MX or MCX.
The model is detected using the interface card. Whether the standard
or basic variant is operating is determined in the same way.

NOTE: Lamp Effect (parameter 44, chapter 11)

For non-MX micromotor instruments with light and turbine with light
you can associate pre-activation with pedal operation, as well as the
time lit after the end of work.
Does not apply to ultrasound, in which only the light works when
working with the pedal or to MX Micromotors (they have their own
electronics control).
For MX micromotors referred to instrument advanced adjustment
screen (page 67, chapter 10).
The time is established between 0 and 254 s. A value of “255” will
leave the instrument permanently lit while it is selected. A value of “0”
will make the light work only combined with the pedal. This function
is never eliminated.
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9.3 Area 1: Instruments configuration
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It contains the following buttons:
Advanced adjustments button
Number of instrument button
This is just informative and indicates the position in the instruments tray.

Press it for advanced
adjustments of the
corresponding instrument.
See next chapter “10.
Instruments advanced
adjustment screen”.

Name of instrument button

Use it to modify the instrument assigned to the corresponding position. To set a new instrument:
- Press the button. A select windows pops up with all the
instruments available for the selected position.
- Press on the instrument’s name.
NOTE: the select window contains all the instruments available. Those will change depending on the specific position
and the instruments already assigned to the rest of positions.
Table of assignable positions and instruments
Instrument
Micromotor
Micromotor MX

Position
1, 2 and/or 3
1, 2, 3 and/or 4. A maximum of 2 MX
micromotors, can be assigned, either
basic, estandard or combined
1, 2, 3 and/or 4
Only in position 4

Turbine
Scaler
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9.4 Area 2: Timeout settings and exit
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It contains the following buttons:

Basin water time adjustment
button

It allows the modification of the
basin water activation timeout. To
do so:
- Press the button. The numeric
keyboard will pop up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful
with the limits.
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the closest limit.

Exit button

Press this button to go back to
the previous screen.

Glass water time adjustment button

It allows the modification of the glass water activation timeout.
- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the closest limit.
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Remember
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Enter in this screen only when
indicated by the authorized technical service and carefully following
their instructions. A wrong operation in this screen may result in
a missconfiguration of the unit,
letting it out of order.
When assigning an instrument to
a position in the instruments tray,
the select window shows all the
instruments available. Those will
change depending on the specific position and the instruments
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already assigned to the rest of
positions.
New values will be stored in
memory automatically, without
confirmation.
To return to the main screen press
exit button twice.
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10

Instruments advanced adjustment screen

Instruments advanced
adjustment screen

10.1 Overview
10.2 Micromotor adjustment screen :
10.2.1 Overview
10.2.2 Area 1: Instruments configuration
10.2.3 Area 2: Exit button
10.3 Turbine/scaler adjustment screen:
10.3.1 Overview
10.3.2 Area 1: Instruments configuration
10.3.3 Area 2: Exit button
10.4 Micromotor MX adjustment screen:
10.4.1 Overview
10.4.2 Area 1: Instrument identification and Light
adjustments
10.4.3 Area 2: Endo mode adjustments
10.4.4 Area 3: Warning adjustments
10.4.5 Area 4: Advanced adjustments and exit
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WARNING!

10.1 Overview

This screen permits to modify the instrument’s configuration. Enter
in it only when indicated by the authorized technical service and
carefully following their instructions. A wrong operation in this screen
may result in a missconfiguration of the unit, letting it out of order.

In this screen it is possible to
adjust different parameters of the
instruments, such as lamp voltage
limit, minimum micromotor speed
or the advanced adjustments of
the micromotor MX.
To go to this screen, enter first in
the Technical configuration screen,
described in “9. Technical configuration screen” and press the
Advanced adjustments button

of the instrument to be adjusted.
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Touch Expert

The screen is divided in two different areas:

10.2.1 Overview

10.2 Micromotor adjustment screen
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Area 1: Instruments
configuration

Area 2: Exit button
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10.2.2 Area 1: Instruments configuration
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It contains the following buttons:
Instrument identification fields

They identify the type of instrument and its position in
the instruments tray. They are only informative.

Lamp’s maximum voltage adjustment button
This button is present only if the micromotor has
a Light. It allows modifying the maximum voltage
of the lamp and, therefore, adjusts the maximum
illumination level.

- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop
up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the
closest limit.

Motor’s minimum voltage adjustment button

It permits to modify the minimum voltage supplied to the
instrument’s motor.
- press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop up.
- enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the closest
limit.
The following table shows the equivalence between voltage
and motor speed in RPM:
1v .......... 800 RPM
2v .......... 1600 RPM
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3v .......... 3300 RPM
4v .......... 4900 RPM

10.3.1 Overview

10.3. Turbine/scaler adjustment screen

10.2.3 Area 2: Exit button
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It contains the following:
Exit button

Press this button to go back
to the previous screen.

The screen is divided in two different areas:

Area 1: Instruments configuration

Area 2: Exit button
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10.3.2 Area 1: Instruments configuration
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It contains the following buttons:
Instrument identification fields

They identify the type of instrument and its position
in the instruments tray. They are only informative.

Lamp’s maximum voltage adjustment button

This button is present only if the micromotor has a
Light. It allows modifying the maximum voltage of the
lamp and, therefore, adjusts the maximum illumination level.
- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop
up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.

10.3.3 Area 2: Exit button

Values out of limit will be set automatically to the
closest limit.

It contains the following:
Exit button

Press this button to go back
to the previous screen.
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10.4.1 Overview

10.4 Micromotor MX adjustment screen
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This screen is divided in 4 different areas:

Area 1: Instrument identification and Light adjustments

Area 2: Endo mode adjustments

Area 3: Warning adjustments

Area 4: Advanced adjustments and exit
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10.4.2 Area 1: Instrument identification and Light adjustments
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It contains the following:
Instrument identification fields

They identify the type of instrument and its position in the
instruments tray. They are only informative.

Endo mode Light button

Use it to enable or disable
automatic light on of the instrument’s light in Endo mode.
Press the button to change
between AUTO and OFF.

Light delay adjustment button

Use it to adjust the delay of the micromotor MX light.
It allows you to adjust pre-activation independent to pedal operation,
as well as the time it lits after the end of work.
- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
Values out of limit (in between “0” and “30” seconds), will be set
automatically to the closest limit.
WARNING! To end setup of this adjustment it is necessary to
reset the dental unit. This is indicated by means of an information window that pops up in the screen alter confirmation of the
value in the numerical keyboard.
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10.4.3 Area 2: Endo mode adjustments
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It contains the following:

Auto Reverse/ Auto Forward button

Use it to select automatic forward or automatic reverse of the tool.
Press the button to change between automatic forward (Auto forward) and automatic
reverse (Auto reverse).

Auto forward delay adjustment
button

Allows programming of the delay for the
automatic forward function.
- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the
limits.
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the closest limit.
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10.4.4 Area 3: Warning adjustments
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Use it to enable / disable the acoustic warnings for the following
functions:

- Reverse rotation of the micromotor. Warning consists of 3 short
consecutive beeps.
- Reverse Endo activation. Warning consists of a continuous
beep.
- Error. Warning consists of a long cyclical beep (one beep each
2 seconds).
- Overload. Warning consists of a short cyclical beep (5 beeps per
second)
Press the button of the warning to be modified to enable (ON) or
disable it (OFF).
Enable of a warning (ON), plays its sound for about 10 seconds or
until pressing any other button in the screen.
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10.4.5 Area 4: Advanced adjustments and exit
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It contains the following:
System info button

It opens an information window containing
the software version of the micromotor MX
control.

Exit button

Press this button to go back to the
previous screen.

Memory reset button

It restores the factory settings of the micromotor MX. It opens a confirmation / cancellation
window.

Remember

- Press OK to restore the factory settings.
- Press cancel to abort the operation.

To go to this screen, you should
first enter in the Technical configuration screen, described in “9.
Technical configuration screen”
and protected with a password.
Enter in it only when indicated by
the authorized technical service
and carefully following their
instructions. A wrong operation in
this screen may result in a missconfiguration of the unit, letting it
out of order.

in the Value limits window of the
alphanumeric keyboard (see “1.2
Alphanumeric keyboard – Display).
Values out of limit will be set automatically to the closest limit.
New values will be stored in
memory automatically, without
confirmation.
To return to the main screen press
exit button three times.

Numerical values of the different
parameters have limits shown
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Advanced configuration parameters screen

Advanced configuration
parameters screen

11.1 Overview
11.2 How to operate
11.3 Area 1: Parameters configuration
11.4 Area 2: Exit button
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WARNING!

11.1 Overview

This screen is protected with a password. Enter in it only when
indicated by the authorized technical service and carefully following
their instructions. A wrong operation in this screen may result in a
missconfiguration of the unit, letting it out of order.

In this screen, it is possible to edit
a list of advanced configuration
parameters for especial functions
of the dental unit.
To go to this screen from the
main screen press

+

and finally, through the numeric
keyboard, enter the password
“1009”.
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This screen is divided in 2 different areas:

Area 1: Parameters configuration

Area 2: Exit button
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It contains the following:

Parameter’s number button

It contains the number of the parameter whose value is
shown in the parameter’s value button. To change it:
- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
The corresponding value will be automatically updated.

Parameter’s value button

It contains the value of the parameter whose number is
shown in the parameter’s number button. To change it:
- Press the button. The numeric keyboard will pop up.
- Enter a new value. Be careful with the limits.
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The table following shows the list of the parameters and their
values:
Parameter’s
number
0

Function

Value

First number of the
relation for Contraangle 2.

0 a 255.
0 = Disables that contraangle and all the following.
Example: If value is 1, the
relation of the contra-angle
2 is 1:X.

1

Second number of the
relation for Contraangle 2.

0 a 255.
0 = Disables that contraangle and all the following.
Example: If value is 4, the
final relation of the contraangle 2 is 1:4.

2, 4, 6, 8….
to 38

Same as parameter 0.
It is possible to enable
up to 21 contra-angle
relations.

0 a 255.
0 = Disables that contraangle and all the following.

Same as parameter 1.
It is possible to enable
up to 21 contra-angle
relations.

0 a 255.
0 = Disables that contraangle and all the following.

40

Glass and basin water
simultaneously.

1 = Both are independent.
0 = Basin water also activates with Glass activation

41

AUX button operation
as a switch or a pushbutton.

1 =Push-button.
0 = Switch.

42

Acoustic warning when
pressing the pedal.

1 = With acoustic warning.
0 = Without acoustic warning.

3, 5, 7, 9….
to 39
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Example: If value is 64, the
relation of the contra-angle
is 64:X.

Example: If value is 1, the
final relation of the contraangle is 64:1.
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Parameter’s
number
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Function

Value

43

Foot pedal configuration
for the chair backrest
control direction

0 = Default value
1 = Reverses the control
direction respecting to the
existing one when value
is 0.

43.5

Ultrasound regulation
by means of display or
pedal.

0 = Regulates screen power
(graphic scale)
1 = Regulated by pedal. The
screen shows the value, but
it is not active.

43.7

Configuration of the
electric micromotor
inversion function

0 = Default value. Keyboard
and pedal (with instrument
selected, but without any
memorised movement on or
active regulation).
1 = Only keyboard button.

Activation times for
the lamp effect before
and after working with
pedal for non-MX micromotor and turbine.
For MX micromotor
referred to instrument
advanced adjustment
screen (page 67)

0 = Default value. Does not
light up except when working with pedal.
1 a 254 Seconds lighting is
maintained.
255 = Lights up permanently even when not working
with pedal.

45.1
45.2
45.3
45.4

Recording the last
instrument position
working configuration
in memory.
To be determined for
each position (so there
will be 45.1; 45.2;
45.3; 45.4).

0 = Default value. Parameter
configuration is recorded
when you press the record
button on the screen.
1 = To be determined for
each instrument position e.g.
45.3 indicates that the 3rd
instrument leaves the values
for the last working session
in the memory.

46.1
46.2
46.3
46.4
46.5
46.6
46.7
46.8

Automatic Chip Blower
functionality per Doctor.
Possibility to remove
“only water” and / or
“only air” options as
working mode per
instrument from dropdown list of Doctor #1.
Water stands for “odd”,
air for “even” figure.

0 = Option disabled from
dropdown list.
1 = Default value.
e.g. 46.3 = “0”: indicates that
when Doctor #1 is working
the 2nd instrument option
“only water” will not appear
on display when setting
up Automatic Chip Blower
functionality.

44
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Function

Value

47.1
47.2
47.3
47.4
47.5
47.6
47.7
47.8

Automatic Chip Blower
functionality per Doctor.
Possibility to remove
“only water” and / or
“only air” options as
working mode per
instrument from dropdown list of Doctor #2.
Water stands for “odd”,
air for “even” figure.

0 = Option disabled from
dropdown list.
1 = Default value.
e.g. 47.6 = “0”: indicates that
when Doctor #2 is working
the 3rd instrument option
“only air” will not appear
on display when setting
up Automatic Chip Blower
functionality.

48.1
48.2
48.3
48.4
48.5
48.6
48.7
48.8

Automatic Chip Blower
functionality per Doctor.
Possibility to remove
“only water” and / or
“only air” options as
working mode per
instrument from dropdown list of Doctor #3.
Water stands for “odd”,
air for “even” figure.

0 = Option disabled from
dropdown list.
1 = Default value.
e.g. 48.8 = “0”: indicates that
when Doctor #3 is working
the 4th instrument option
“only air” will not appear
on display when setting
up Automatic Chip Blower
functionality.

49.1
49.2
49.3
49.4
49.5
49.6
49.7
49.8

Automatic Chip Blower
functionality per Doctor.
Possibility to remove
“only water” and / or
“only air” options as
working mode per
instrument from dropdown list of Doctor #4.
Water stands for “odd”,
air for “even” figure.

0 = Option disabled from
dropdown list.
1 = Default value.
e.g. 49.1 = “0”: indicates that
when Doctor #4 is working
the 1st instrument option
“only water” will not appear
on display when setting
up Automatic Chip Blower
functionality.

50

Communication channel
(wireless pedal).
It is recommended to
operate similar devices
in the vicinity at different
channels.

72 = Default value.
Available up to 98 channels,
range from 0 to 97.
It is advisable you register
as new value multiples of 3,
as 0, 3, 6,...66,...75,...

51

Emission power level
(wireless pedal).
If you reduce power
emissions in a crowded
environment for all
existing devices, it
could result an improvement of communications.

2 = Default value.
(0 dBm / 1 mW)
Available range is 0 to 6.
Power emission range
scopes from 0.1mW to
63mW.
Maximum value according
standard is “4” (10 dBm / 10
mW)(EN 300 228).
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Parameter’s
number
53
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Function

Value

Instrument cleaning
cycle.
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0 = Default value, disabled
function. It can be defined
from 1 up to 255 seconds,
then it will be showed on
display auto-rinse program.
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12
Auto-rinse function

Previous considerations

WARNING
This function shall only be available on electronic equipment whose
software releases of keyboard and main PCBs are C3.19 and TP3.10, or
later versions.
The lower part of the “Autotest” screen show us the version of the
equipment’s software.
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12. Activation

ACTIVATION
Press the advanced settings menu button
(parameters)

+
Entering parameter 53 (in the upper box) will allow us to adjust the
duration (in the lower box), up to a maximum of 255 s.
Function is deactivated with default value of “0”.
Once enabled function, icon will be showed on configuration menu.

First, we must position all the instrument hoses on the support
(without instrument) placed on top of water box.
By pressing the “Auto-rinse” icon, we will start the cleaning
cycle to the scheduled duration.
Upon finalizing the operation, the “Auto-rinse” function will turn
off, thereby finalizing the process.
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List of codes for errors and warnings

List of codes for errors and warnings

WARNING!
Most of the actions recommended in this chapter require the intervention of the authorized technical service. Proceed only with their
expressed authorization and carefully following their instructions.

WARNING!
Always switch off the unit and plug it out from the mains before manipulating the inside of the instrument.
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When there is a wrong manipulation of the unit or a functioning error. The screen shows an information window with the
corresponding error code. The following table shows the list
of codes, their meaning and the actions to be taken:

Error number
Explanation
1

Actions
Problem 1:
Wrong configuration. The Instrument in
the 1st position is not a micromotor.

No micromotor or
bad cable in the 1st
position.

Solution: Change configuration to fit it
to the instrument.
Problem 2:
There isn’t a micromotor in the 1st
position.
Solution: Install a micromotor in the
1st position.
Problem 3:
There is a micromotor but it does not
work.
Solution 1: Bad cable. Check connector contacts. Check connection of
the cable (order in the lead). Check
that cable is not damaged, cut or bent.
Change it if needed.
Solution 2: Bad micromotor. Change it
or repair it.
2

No micromotor or
bad cable in the 2nd
position.

Same as before.

3

No micromotor or
bad cable in the 3rd
position.

Same as before.
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Error number
Explanation
4

Actions

Short-circuit in micromotor or cables in the
1st position.

Problem 1:
Cable from board to micromotor has a
Short-circuit.
Solution: Check the connector of the
cable. Check that cable is not damaged, cut or bent.
Problem 2:
Board is dirty or moistened and that
results in a Short-circuit.
Solution: Visually check if there is
water or dirtiness in the board. Clean it
if necessary.
Problem 3:
Bad micromotor.
Solution: Bad micromotor. Change it or
repair it.

5

Short-circuit in micromotor or cables in the
2nd position.

Same as before.

6

Short-circuit in micromotor or cables in the
3rd position.

Same as before.

7

Bad or missing bulb in
the instrument of the
1st position.

Problem 1:
The instrument in the1st position does
not have bulb or illumination features.
Solution: Change configuration to disable illumination.
Problem 2:
The instrument in the1st position has
bulb but does not work.
Solution 1: If bulb has gone, change it.
Solution 2: Bad cable for the light
connection. Check connector contacts.
Check connection of the cable (order in
the lead). Check that cable is not damaged, cut or bent. Change it if needed.
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Error numExplanation
ber

Actions

8

Bad or missing bulb in
the instrument of the
2nd position.

Same as before.

9

Bad or missing bulb in
the instrument of the
3rd position.

Same as before.

10

Bad or missing bulb in
the instrument of the
4th position.

Same as before.

11

Short-circuit in the
bulb or cable of the 1st
position.

Problem 1:
Cable from board to instrument has a
Short-circuit.
Solution: Check the connector of the
cable. Check that cable is not damaged, cut or bent.
Problem 2:
Board is dirty or moistened and that
results in a Short-circuit.
Solution: Visually check if there is
water or dirtiness in the board. Clean it
if necessary.
Problem 3:
Short-circuit in the bulb or socket.
Solution: Change it or repair it.

12

Short-circuit in the
bulb or cable of the
2nd position.

Same as before.

13

Short-circuit in the
bulb or cable of the
3rd position.

Same as before.

14

Short-circuit in the
bulb or cable of the 4th
position.

Same as before.
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Error numExplanation
ber
15

Actions
Problem:
Activation of the assistant arm safety
switch.

Assistant arm safety

Solution 1: move the arm to the right
position.
Solution 2: Check safety micro switch
or/and cable.
16

Problem:
In the initial test micromotor source
cannot force a zero. There is a shortcircuit in the power supply.

Initial test Error 1
micromotor source.

Solution: Change 9015130 board
(colibrí).
17

Problem:
In the initial test micromotor source
cannot force more than 7 volts. There
is a bad diode, lack of supply or there
is a short-circuit in the board.

Initial test Error 2
micromotor source.

Solution: Change 9015130 board
(colibrí).
18

Initial test Error 1 light
source.

Problem:
In the initial test light source cannot
force a zero. There is a short-circuit in
the power supply.
Solution: Change 9015130 board
(colibrí).

19

Initial test Error 2 light
source.

Problem:
In the initial test micromotor source
cannot force more than 7 volts. There
is a bad diode, lack of supply or there
is a short-circuit in the board.
Solution: Change 9015130 board
(colibrí).
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Error numExplanation
ber
20

Actions

Error in the communication Bus: bad supply
or bad communication
cables.

Problem 1:
Communication Bus is blocked due to
interferences or bad functioning.
Solution: Switch off the unit for about 5
seconds and switch it on again.
Problem 2:
Bad supply of a slave board.
Solution: Check that green led is on in
9015043 board (hydric group), 9015092
board (connections box) and 9015127
board (pedal). If not check the board
and the cables to restore the supply.
Problem 3:
Wrong connection of the Communication Bus cable.
Solution: Check connections order
from the Communication Bus (pins 4,
5 and 6) to boards 9015130 (colibrí),
9015043 (hydric group), 9015092
(connections box) and 9015127 (pedal)
(pins 3, 4 and 5).
Problem 4:
Bad connection of the communications
cables to the 9015130 board (colibrí).
Solution: Check connection of the communications cables (pins 4, 5 and 6) to
the 9015130 board (colibrí).
Problem 5:
Short-circuit in the communications
cables.
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Error numExplanation
ber

Actions
Solution: Check if there is a short-circuit in the communications cables (pins
4, 5 and 6) of 9015130 board (colibrí),
9015043 board (hydric group), 9015092
board (connections box) and 9015127
board (pedal) (pins 3, 4 and 5).
Problem 6:
Communication cable fails.
Solution: Change the segment of
cable that comes from 9015130 board
(colibrí).

21

Initial test error: Pedal
does not work, failure
in the communication’s
cable or micro.

Problem 1:
Failure in the communication’s cable.
Solution: Check order and condition
of connections in the communication’s
cable (pins 3, 4 and 5), 9015127 board
(pedal) and 9015092 board (connections box) (pins 4, 5 and 6).
Problema 2:
Micro does not respond.
Solution 1: Check supply of 9015127
board (pedal).
Solution 2: Check position and proper
insertion of the microcontroller.
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Error numExplanation
ber
22

Actions
Problem 1:
Wrong connection of the communication’s cable (pins 4, 5 and 6) with
9015043 board (hydric group).

Initial test error:
hydric group does
not work, failure in
the communication’s
cable or micro.

Solution: Check order of connections
of the communication’s cable (pins 3, 4
and 5) with the 9015130 board (colibrí)
and 9015043 board (hydric group).
Problem 2:
Failure in the connections of the communication’s cable (pins 4, 5 and 6)
with the 9015043 board (hydric group)
or 9015130 board (colibrí).
Solution: Check condition of connections of the communication’s cable
(pins 4, 5 and 6) with the 9015130
board (colibrí) and 9015043 board
(hydric group).
Problem 3:
Micro does not respond.
Solution 1: Check supply of 9015043
board (hydric group).
Solution 2: Check position and proper
insertion of the microcontroller.

23

Problem 1:
Wrong connection of the communication’s cable (pins 4, 5 and 6) with
9015092 board (connections box).

Initial test error: connections box does
not work, failure in
the communication’s
cable or micro.

Solution: Check order of connections
of the communication’s cable (pins
3, 4 and 5) with the 9015092 board
(connections box) and 9015043 board
(hydric group).
Problem 2:
Failure in the connections of the communication’s cable (pins 4, 5 and 6)
with the 9015043 board (hydric group)
or 9015092 board (connections box).
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Error numExplanation
ber

Actions
Solution: Check condition of connections of the communication’s cable
(pins 4, 5 and 6) with the 9015092
board (connections box) and 9015043
board (hydric group).
Problem 3:
Micro does not respond.
Solution 1: Check supply of 9015092
board (connections box).
Solution 2: Check position and proper
insertion of the microcontroller.

24

Problem:
Initial test has detected that pedal is
not in the home position or zero.

Failure in the pedal
centring test: Pedal
needs to be centred.

Solution: Adjust potentiometer to
centre it in the home position or zero.
If cordless pedal is in operation with original dental unit delivered with cord pedal, make sure PCBs have been upgraded
(sofware version of PICs of main and Touch PCBs).
Main PCB v3.17 / Touch v3.9, or higher.
Wireless pedal will be operative, but with a little nuisance of
error 24 on screen.
Besides, it may happen cyclicaclly that even without pressing
lever regulation a sudden increase of %.
Although it displays 124% it has no effect on working practice,
no hazard will be produced.
25

Problem:
There is a problem with the electro
valves’ activation triacs of the
9015043 board (hydric group).

Hydric group board
failure: problem with
the electro valves’
triacs.

Solution 1: If it appears together
with errors 27 and/or 28, check
mains voltage.
Solution 2: Change or repair
9015043 board.
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Error numExplanation
ber
26

Failure in the 24VAC
line.

Actions
Problem:
24VAC line fails due to a short-circuit
or an excess of charge.
Solution 1: Check if there is a shortcircuit or an excess of charge in the
24VAC line (pins 1 and 3) of the
interconnection cable.
Solution 2: Check transformer terminals (0, 24V).

27

Problem:
24VAC line has a too low voltage.

24VDC voltage is
too low.

Solution: Check the mains. Voltage
must be > 185VAC.
28

Problem:
24VAC line has a too high voltage.

24VDC voltage is
too high.

Solution: Check the mains. Voltage
must be < 265V.
29

Failure in the pedal
test: pedal out of
range, failure in the
potentiometer or
cables.

Problem 1:
Potentiometer is out of range or it is
not properly fixed.
Solution: Try to adjust pedal properly
and fix it firmly.
Problem 2:
Bad mounting or bad condition of
the cables from 9015127 board to
potentiometer.
Solution: check the order of connection between 9015127 board (pedal)
and potentiometer. Also check condition and connection of the cable.
Problem 3:
Potentiometer is damaged.
Solution: Change potentiometer.
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ber
30

Actions
Problem 1:
Failure of the cable between Touch
Expert keyboard and 9015130 board
(colibrí).

Touch screen does
not communicate
with colibrí module,
failure of the
keyboard cable or
failure of the colibrí
microcontroller.

Solution: Check condition of the cable
and connectors. Change it if needed.
Problem 2:
Microcontroller of the 9015130 board
(colibrí) does not respond.
Solution: Check position and proper
insertion of the microcontroller.

31

Problem 1:
Wrong connection of the DMX module.

Failure of MX Driver.
DMX module reports
a non resetable
error.

Solution: Check order of the connections of DMX cable.
Problem 2:
Failure in the connection of the DMX
cable.
Solution: Check the connection of the
DMX cable.
.
Problem 3:
Wrong connection of the micromotor
MX with the DMX module.
Solution: Check order of the connections of micromotor MX with the DMX
module.
Problem 4:
Failure in the connection of the micromotor MX cable.
Solution: Check the connection of the
micromotor MX cable.
Problem 5:
DMX module out of order.
Solution: Change DMX module.
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Error numExplanation
ber
32

Actions
Problem 1:
DMX cable failure.

Failure of communication with MX
Driver.

Solution: Check connection of DMX
cable.
Problem 2:
DMX module failure.
Solution: Change DMX module.

33

Problem:
The MX Driver detected is a Basic
model and the instruments configuration requires a Standard model.

Error in the detection of MX Driver.

Solution 1: Change the instruments
configuration to MX-B.
Solution 2: Change the DMX Basic
module by a DMX Standard module.
34

Pedal handle safety.

Problem:
Activation of the pedal handle safety
switch.
Solution 1: Move the pedal so handle
is not folded.
Solution 2: Check safety micro-switch
or/and cable.
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14. Calibration of Screen

Calibration of Screen

Adjustment of image and its centering is available when you switch on
device and maintain pressure holding down at any point on screen.
It will appear an information message that centering of image procedure
is going to start, and that its performed by direct confirmation pressing on
screen.
Subsequently, three dots will appear to confirm:
.- in the upper right corner,
.- upper left corner, and
.- at the bottom of the screen.
On each one you will have to confirm up to three times by pressing just
above the presented cross.
After confirmation, the startup sequence will progress.

ATTENTION!
If there is no exact coincidence between pressed dot with respect
marked cross on display, screen will ask for another block of three
confirmations in order to validate that pointer.
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Touch Expert Technical specification

Display
Screen size: 7” colour, WVGA
Resolution: 800 x 480 pixels
Active area: 152.4 mm (hihg) x 91.44 mm (wide)
Surface with anti-glare coating

Touch panel
Activation force: 130g
Durability: 1,000.000 operations
Light transmission: 80%
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